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Working Smarter

The Soundex Algorithm: Part II

Last month, I reviewed the basics of how the Soundex algorithm
works. This month, I will discuss techniques that tighten or

loosen matching, ways of incorporating a Soundex search into a
database and, finally, present a brief coding explanation.

LOSSY VS. LOSSLESS

These two terms are normally applied to compression algorithms.
For example, the ubiquitous WinZip software would be termed a
"lossless" form of compression because it must be able to fully
extract all original bits from a compressed archive. On the other
hand, MP3, the software used to compress digital audio files, would be
considered "lossy." It permanently removes the least significant portions
of a digital audio file.

Soundex routines are not compression algorithms. But if they
were, they would be considered "lossy" because they always discard
imbedded Group 0 letters (vowels and the letters H, W and Y).
However, when coding a Soundex subroutine, it's possible to have
the routine return two types of codes: the standard, or ANNN-type
code, and an all alpha, or AAAA-type, code. Why would two different
types of codes be created?

Due to the way Soundex replaces a letter with a number in the
body of the returned code, significant granularity is lost. Consider
the search dialog shown in Figure 1. The Loose match level has
been selected. This match level tells the search dialog to do its
query against the looser, ANNN column in the database. Further, it
also causes the query logic to use a "begins with" form of data
match. Note the "H52" that appears just to the right of the text window
where the name is entered. This is the actual Soundex code that is
being used in the query. 

All five of the matched records have surnames whose ANNN-
type Soundex code would begin with "H52." Note the differences
in the way the matched surnames are actually spelled. In addition,
look at the first two records: Ronnie Hansom and Ron Hansen, both
with the same address but with different account numbers. Are they
duplicates? Could they be father and son? This is a major benefit of
using a phonetic search algorithm like Soundex: duplicates, or
potential duplicates, become easy to see.

Now consider Figure 2. Here, the match level has been set to
Tight. Now only two records match. This is because the search
dialog will shift to the tighter, less "lossy" AAAA-type Soundex
code when the tight radio button is selected. An exact match on the
full Soundex code is also implied in the tight match. To the right

of the typed-in name is the Soundex code that is being used in the
match: "HNSN."

Any business that has names in their databases could benefit
from the application of a well thought out Soundex search process.
How is such a useful feature added?

ADDING A SOUNDEX SEARCH 

There are two techniques for adding such a search. The first one
involves adding two new columns to the database record where the

FIGURE 1: SEARCH LEVEL 

Loose matching with a “begins with” query generates more search hits. All of the
matched surnames have Soundex codes that “begin with” H52.

FIGURE 2: TERMINAL SERVICES SETUP

Using a Tight match level, less matches are found. The tight matching shifts to the
AAAA (all alpha) Soundex code. Additionally, it requires an exact match on the entire
four-position code — HNSN.
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names are already stored. One column
would be for the ANNN Soundex and the
other for the AAAA Soundex. An index that
allowed duplicates would be built on each
of the two Soundex columns. This is not an
insignificant bit of maintenance and in some
databases it might be too disruptive. The
second technique for adding a Soundex
search is simpler and less obtrusive but
comes with some trade-offs.

The second approach is to create a link,
or look-up table, that contains a record that
has the two Soundex codes (ANNN and
AAAA) along with the unique primary key
of the "name" record as the only data item.
Then, a search dialog would be written that
uses this link table to locate the actual
records by way of their primary key. 

What happens when names change or
new rows are inserted or dropped in the
table that contains the name records? Here
is where a trade-off must be made. 

If the first technique of adding the search
were chosen, a process would have to be
written to keep the Soundex codes "in sync"
with their underlying names. This same
process would be executed when an insert
occurred to hash out the original Soundex
for the newly inserted record. Depending on
the DBMS in use, this may be an encapsu-
lated trigger, stored procedure or even a
called program. Using this method would
ensure that the Soundex codes associated
with the row were as near to "real-time" as
possible. The DBMS would be keeping the
index b-tree structures perfectly synchronized.

Using a link table, while easier to imple-
ment, would require some sort of process to
keep it synchronized with the name table.
This is where trade-off analysis must be
done. Points that need to be considered are:
� How often are new name rows added to

the database? How about deletions?
� How frequently are existing names altered?
� How "real-time" does the data presented

by the search have to be? 
� Is there log/journal data available for

replication?

These points should be carefully consid-
ered. If an analysis determines that the use
of a link table would cause expensive and
frustrating mismatches or even false "not
found" situations, then the link table method
shouldn't be used. 

If the name table is fairly static and is
updated in a predictable way (a batch job,
for example), then the link table might be

the way to go. At one client where I used a
link table to implement a Soundex look-up,
the entire link table was recreated every 12
hours via a high-speed batch job. This
ensured that any search was retrieving data
that was never more than 12 hours old. For
this client, the 12-hour delay was acceptable.

CONDUCTING A NAME ANALYSIS

Another critical piece of analysis that must
be undertaken is a close examination of the
actual names that are to be run through
Soundex. Are they stored free form or parsed?
Are they business names or people names?
Do the names contain floating "noise" like
salutations (Mr. or Mrs.), business tokens
(Inc. or DBA), or inconsistent punctuation?

I use a technique of isolating every single
sub-string contained within name fields.
Using the SUM feature of commercial sorting
packages, all sub-strings are summed down
to uniqueness. Then, the file is re-sorted in
a descending sequence on the summed
count field. This accomplishes two things:

� The most frequently occurring sub-strings
appear first. Many times, these sub-
strings will be "noise" that wouldn't be
appropriate to run through Soundex.

� The extent of name duplication is
revealed. Names like Smith, Moore and
Johnson usually have high counts.

Every database is different and the
summarized name sub-string file can be a
great help when customizing a Soundex
routine to a particular set of names.

CONCLUSION

Figure 3 lists the Working-Storage definition
of all 52 letters of the English alphabet,
arrayed in strict collating sequence so that a
binary search (SEARCH ALL in COBOL)
can be done against them. Note that upper
and lower case letters are contained within the
table. Paired with each letter is the Soundex
group number that it belongs in. This is the
essence of "codifying" a name in Soundex.

Also, a slight correction must be made to
last month's introductory Soundex column.
The letters "H" and "W" are to be ignored
when  the "contiguous letters in the same
group" rule is applied. For example, a name
such as Wachs, with an intervening "H"
between the "C" and "S", is treated as if the
"H" were not there. So the Soundex code for
Wachs would be W200.

Sources: The Art of Computer Programming,
by Donald E. Knuth, Volume 3, 2nd Edition,
Sorting and Searching; Addison-Wesley —
4th printing, August, 1999.
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01 LETTER-TABLE.
05 PIC  X(18) VALUE 'a0b1c2d3e0f1g2h0i0'.
05 PIC  X(18) VALUE 'j2k2l4m5n5o0p1q2r6'.
05 PIC  X(18) VALUE 's2t3u0v1w0x2y0z2A0'.
05 PIC  X(18) VALUE 'B1C2D3E0F1G2H0I0J2'.
05 PIC  X(18) VALUE 'K2L4M5N5O0P1Q2R6S2'.
05 PIC  X(14) VALUE 'T3U0V1W0X2Y0Z2'.

01 FILLER REDEFINES LETTER-TABLE.
05  LETTERS OCCURS 52 TIMES,

ASCENDING KEY IS ALPHACHAR,
INDEXED BY L-IX.

10  ALPHACHAR PIC  X(01).
88 SPECIAL-HW-RULE VALUES 'H' 'h' 'W' 'w'.

10  SOUNDEX-GROUP PIC  X(01).

SEARCH ALL LETTERS                                           
AT END                                                     
CONTINUE                                                   

WHEN ALPHACHAR (L-IX) = PASSED-NAME (NAME-COLUMN:1)           
PERFORM 3000-DERIVE-GROUPINGS           THRU 3000-EXIT     

END-SEARCH   [JBM3]                                                 

FIGURE 3: SAMPLE COBOL SOURCE FOR LETTER LOOK-UPS IN SOUNDEX 


